
02

Policy Underwriting
Claims Processing and Management
Risk Assessment and Management
Customer Relationship and Sales
Actuarial Science and Pricing

INDUSTRY

03

AI in predictive risk modeling
Machine learning for claims automation
Personalization of insurance products
Chatbots for customer service and queries
Data analytics in fraud detection
AI-driven customer segmentation
IoT for dynamic policy pricing
AI in actuarial data analysis
Blockchain for secure insurance transactions
Telematics for personalized auto insurance

STRATEGIC TRENDS
04

Efficient claim processing
Accurate risk evaluation
Customized insurance products
Fraud reduction
Operational cost savings

WHY CHANGE?

01

Enhanced risk assessment
AI-driven claims processing
Personalized policy recommendations
Fraud detection and prevention
Predictive analytics for underwriting

WHY AI?

07

Automated, accurate underwriting with AI
AI in streamlining the claims process
Enhanced customer profiling for personalized policies
Real-time fraud detection using AI algorithms
Predictive analytics for identifying emerging risks
AI tools for actuarial predictions and pricing
Machine learning in customer retention strategies
AI-driven insights for insurance product development
Data-driven strategies for market expansion
AI in enhancing policyholder engagement

AI DISRUPTION

09

Advanced AI and machine learning capabilities
Collaboration btw insurance firms and technology providers
Training for employees in AI, data privacy, and ethics
Ethical guidelines for AI application in insurance
Infrastructure for data security and high-volume processing

ECOSYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

06

AI for real-time claims adjudication
Predictive models in policy underwriting
Chatbots & virtual assistants for customer interactions
Machine learning in detecting insurance fraud
IoT devices for health and auto insurance monitoring
AI-driven portfolio management
Data visualization tools for policyholders
Cloud computing in insurance data management
AI for regulatory compliance and reporting
Personalized marketing using AI analytics

ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES
05

Allstate (Property and casualty insurance)
AXA (Global insurance and asset management)
State Farm (Various insurance and financial services)
MetLife (Life insurance and employee benefits)
Ping An Insurance (Chinese integrated financial services)

LEADING COMPANIES

08

Lemonade’s AI-driven insurance model
Allstate’s AI in claims processing and customer service
AXA’s AI in risk assessment and fraud detection
State Farm’s AI in personalized policy offerings
MetLife’s AI for customer engagement and claims
ZhongAn’s AI in online insurance services
Oscar Health’s AI for health insurance management
Aviva’s AI in underwriting and customer insights
Ping An’s AI in integrated financial services
Progressive’s AI in telematics for auto insurance

GREAT EXAMPLES OF AI

10

AI biases in policy underwriting and claims
Privacy concerns in customer data handling
Over-reliance on AI, overlooking human judgment
Ethical challenges in AI-driven insurance decisions
Cybersecurity threats in the insurance industry

NEW RISKS
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12

Balancing AI-efficiency with personal customer service?
Ethical use of AI in risk assessment and pricing?
AI’s role in inclusive versus exclusive insurance policies?

DILEMMAS

13

Strategic AI adoption in insurance processes
Ethical frameworks for AI in insurance
Ongoing training in AI technology and data protection
Focus on customer-centric AI applications
Continuous assessment of AI’s impact and effectiveness

ORG. REQUIREMENTS 14

Identify AI applications in insurance
Implement AI for underwriting, claims, and customer service
Train staff in AI technologies and ethical considerations
Integrate AI in policyholder engagement & risk management
Continuously evaluate AI impact on insurance services

STEP BY STEP AI

11

Misuse of AI in discriminatory underwriting
Unauthorized access to AI-powered insurance systems
AI-driven biases affecting claim settlements
Over-automation leading to poor customer service
Misrepresentation of AI capabilities in insurance offerings

MISUSE

15

Ethical and transparent AI use
AI as a supplement to human expertise in insurance
Focus on AI for enhanced customer experience
Innovate responsibly with AI in insurance
Adapt AI strategies to changing industry & risk landscapes

BEST PRACTICES

17

Digital twins of insurance risk scenarios
Virtual models for insurance process optimization
AI simulations for claims and fraud detection
Digital replicas of insurance products and services
Virtual reality setups for customer experience

DIGITAL TWINS

19

AI specialists in insurance underwriting
Data analysts for risk and claims processing
Machine learning experts in fraud detection
Ethical AI advisors in insurance policies
AI-driven customer experience managers

FUTURE JOBS

16

Predictive analytics for risk and claim assessment
AI algorithms for fraud detection
Machine learning in customer behavior analysis
Data analytics for insurance market trends
Neural networks for policy pricing and underwriting

AI MODELS

18

United States (Innovator in insurance technology)
United Kingdom (Leader in global insurance market)
Germany (Advanced in insurance tech and services)
China (Rapid growth in digital insurance)
Japan (Pioneer in integrating AI in insurance)

GLOBAL LEADERS

20

Core integration of AI in insurance services
Advanced AI in personalized insurance offerings
AI-driven innovations in risk management
Enhanced customer service with AI tools
Ethical AI shaping the future of the insurance industry

THE FUTURE OF AI

21

End of Insurance (Galbraith)
Predictive Analytics (Siegel)
Big Data & ML in Investment (Guida)
Insurance Transformed (Naylor)
Blockchain Basics (Drescher)

RECOMMENDED READING

23

Insurance Journal: Property/casualty news.
NAIC: Regulation resources.
Insurance Business America: Industry news.
Risk & Insurance: Risk management.
Claims Journal: Claims news/resources.

ONLINE RESOURCES

22

Psychology of Insurance (Tykocinski)
Secrets of the Uninsured (Young)
Tech & Insurance Industry (Drabik)
Mentorship as Insurance (Mafatlal)
Zen in Digital Insurance (Kumar)

TED TALKS

24

Engage with AI technology.
Identify opportunities for AI application.
Invest in AI education and training.
Please contact us at hello@nextpaper.me for further
exploration or inspiration through a n AI-related talk,
workshop or consulting. We'd love to help!
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